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ON THE FIRST HITI1NG PLACE OF THE INTEGRATED WIENER
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Abstract

Let dx(t) = y(t) dt, where y(t) is a one-dimensional Wiener process. In
this note, we obtain a formula for the moment-generating function of y(T),
where T is the 1/2-winding time about the origin of the integrated Wiener
process x(t).

1. Introduction

Let

(1.1) {
dx (t ) = y(t) dt
dy(t) = dW(t)

where W(t) is the standard Wiener process. The two-dimensional process (x(t), y(t» has been
studied by McKean (1963), Goldman (1971), Gor'kov (1975) and Lefebvre (1989). Suppose
that the process starts at (x(O), y(O» = (0, 1) and let

(1.2) tt = min {t: t > 0, x(t) = O}.

McKean calculated, in particular, the joint distribution of tt and ly(tt)l, as well as the
(marginal) distribution of ly(tt)l. Next, Goldman gave an expression for the rate of first
passage of the integrated Wiener process from (0, b), with b ~ 0, to x > 0 in terms of the
half-winding time of McKean. Gor'kov, for his part, obtained the distribution of y(t2) , where
t2 is the moment of first passage of the process (1.1) on the half-line y > 0, starting from (x, y)
with x < O. Finally, Lefebvre considered the problem of determining the value of x(t) when
the Wiener process y(t) hits a barrier in the plane for the first time.

Suppose now that the process (x(t), y(t» starts at (0, y), where y < 0, and let

(1.3) T = min {t :x(t) = 0, y(t) ~ O}.

Next, let r(y; v) represent the probability density function of y(T); that is,

(1.4) r(y; v) = P{y(T) E dv Iy(O) = y}ldv.

Then, using Gor'kov's result, we may write that

-3~v100

z~ 3!v
(1 4) r(y· v) =-- dz +-----

. '4.1t2
0 (Z3 + 1)(z2v2 - zvy + y2) 2.1t(v2+ vy + y2)

or, letting u = -ylv (>0),

-3~ loo z~ 3!v
(1 5) r(y· v) = - dz +-----

. '4.1t2v
0 (Z3 + 1)(z2 + zu + u2) 2.1t(v2+ vy + y2) .
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(1.6)
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The integral above may be rewritten as
00 1 1 1 1 1

i [Z2A z2B z2B* Z2C Z2C*]
1= --+--+--+--+ dz

o z + 1 z - w z - w* z + uw z + uw*

where the star(*) denotes the complex conjugate and

{

w = ~ + i3!/2
A = -[3(u2

- U + 1)]-1
(1.7) B = -i[3!(w + l)(u + l)(w + uw*)r·

C = -i[3~(1- uw)(u + l)(w* + UW)]-1.
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Next, using the fact that

(1.8)

we find that

A + B + B* + C + C* = 0,

(1.9) 1= -.7l{A + 2 Re [Bw*] + 2(u/3)! Re [C(w + I)]},

which, after some manipulations, may be rewritten as

(1.10) [
u - 3!u! + 1 ]

1= (2.7l/3) (u + 1)(u 2- U + 1) .

(1.11)

Hence, it follows that
3v~(-y)!

r(y; v) = 2 (3 3) ..7l V -y

This formula (with y = -1) agrees with that of McKean, which he obtained by using the
Kontorovich-Lebedev transform. In the next section, we shall apply the same technique as
above to obtain the moment-generating function of y(T), which has not been calculated yet.

2. Moment-generating function of y(T)

Let M(y; k) denote the moment-generating function of y(T); that is,

(2.1) M(y; k) = E{exp [-ky(T)] Iy(O) = y} = re-Icvr(y ;v) do,

where k is a non-negative constant. Writing v = -yh and s = -yk, we find that

3 i oo

[h!e-Sh h!e-sh h!e-Sh
](2.2) M(y;k)=- A--+B--+B*-- dh,

2.7l 0 h + 1 h - w h - w*

where

(2.3)
{

w = ~ + i3!/2(=e 7ri/3)

A= -~

B = -i(w + 1)3-3
/
2

•

(2.4)

Next, if R is a constant which is not a negative real number, we may write that (see
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1980), p. 319)

L
OO h1l2 -sh

_e_ dh = (.7l/S)1I2 exp [sR/2]D_2[(2sR)1I2],
o h +R

for s > 0, where D_2(h) is a parabolic cylinder function. Furthermore, using the repre
sentation of D_2(h) in terms of the error function (see Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, p. 1067), we
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deduce that

(2.5) L
oo h!e-Sh 1 1 1
--dh = (:rrls)'i - :rrR'iesRerfc[(sR)2],

o h +R
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where erfc(h) is the complementary error function. Applying this formula and making use of
the fact that

(2.6)

we obtain

A+B+B*=O

(2.7)

1 i(l + w*) 1
M(y; k) = eSerfc(S'i)/2- 2(3!) exp (-sw)erfc(w*s2)

i(l+r) 1
--(1) exp(-sw*)erfc(ws 2).

2 32

Now, we have (see Abramowitz and Stegun (1972), p. 297)

(2.8)

where

(2.9)

Hence, since

(2.10)

00

erfc(Rs!) = 1 - 2(s1:rr)! 2: C(n )R2n
+

1
,

n=O

C(n) = (-s)n[n !(2n + 1)]-1.

erfctz) = erf(z)

where erf(z) = 1 - erfc(z) is the error function, we can show the proposition that follows.

Proposition. The moment-generating function of y(T) is given by

M(y; k) = eSerfc(s!)/2 - e"" cos [3!sI2 + 2:rr/3]

(2.11)

where s = -yk.

00

- 2(s1:rr)!e-SI2 2: C(n) cos [3!s12+ 2n:rr/3]
n=O

3. Conclusion

We have obtained a formula for the moment-generating function of y(T), where T is the
1/2-winding time about the origin of the integrated Wiener process defined by dx(t) = y(t) dt.
It is easy to verify that y(T) has no finite moments. However, the moment-generating
function of y(T) may be needed in some applications. For example, we could use the
moment-generating function of y(T), with T defined by

(3.1) T = min {t :x(t) = 0, y(t) ~ 0 Ix(O) =x ~ 0, Y(O) = y}

to obtain the optimal control of the integrated Wiener process.
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